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This work posits that the natural
environment is Active, and that life forms
Orientate
to its inherent Dark
Energy/Polarity. In order to understand
much natural phenomena, weather, climate
change, natural cycles and more, it is
necessary
to
recognize
that
the
environment is Active and resolves to Dark
Energy. Dark energy is in the form of dual,
longitudinally
travelling,
contra-directional, integrated, fieldstreams.
Although these contain immense energy,
measurement of it cannot be made because
the fieldstreams are contra-directional,
therefore their energies cancel in the sensor
of an instrument. That is why it is dark.
Dark energy can be described only within a
STEADY STATE concept of physics
because this only can describe its
existence. To describe it within a
Singularity concept (Big Bang) is futile.
This work is a synopsis of a Steady State
concept of physics, wherein natural
functions/processes are correlated to a
concept named Accrual/Relinquish of
mass. This results from modulations in the
Dark Energy field medium, in turn
inherited from orbital characteristics of
systems downstream of the solar system in
the dark energy chain, and from which the
solar system accretes.
Life forms only,
having evolved dual biology, can
detect/utilize dark energy/polarity, making
our existence possible.
Environmental
energy cycles are augmented only, by solar
radiation and exacerbated only, by human
activities. Vortice Physics is a galaxy
centric description of Dark Energy in the
form of inherent energy within dual,
contra-directional,
integrated,
longitudinally travelling fieldstreams,
orientated into vortices on an infinite scale.
Input fieldstreams of each vortice accrete at
its peripheral regions, exponentially
concentrate to a focal region, where a body
comprising
field-vortices
at
lesser
magnitude, manifest/corralled by a
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fieldstream cradle. Output fieldstreams of
manifested field-vortices are of opposite
polarity (direction) to that of input
fieldstreams and this accounts for its
duality. Input fieldstreams to the body are
named Primary. Output fieldstreams from
the body are named Secondary. Bodies are
globular shaped, forged by its fieldstream
cradle. Body/cradle are interdependent and
form a unit named a Mass-field Vortice
System. Each accretes fieldstream energy
at its peripheral regions, from the ether of
an immediate downstream system in the
chain, which become its primary
fieldstreams. Its secondary fieldstreams
form an ether of its own system from
which satellites, if any, accrete. In the case
of the solar system, fieldstreams accrete
from the ether of a 2 m-yr downstream
system; acquire its duality from integrated
output fieldstreams from the planets, and
exponentially concentrate to a focal region,
where they manifest/cradle the sun. The
pattern is essentially the same throughout
the galaxy, the energy exponentially
concentrating to a focal region via two
main arms, thence radiated into an
inter-galactic ether, all in accordance with
2nd law of thermodynamics.
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Dark Energy: The Biggest Mystery in the Universe Science Dark matter is a hypothetical type of matter distinct
from baryonic matter neutrinos and dark All these lines of evidence suggest that galaxies, galaxy clusters, and the
universe as a whole contain far more . Its basic properties are determined by six adjustable parameters: dark matter
density, baryon (atom) density, the A Palette of Particles - Google Books Result Polarization -- Mind knows by
contrasting one thing from another, i.e. through mistakes the part it knows for the greater Whole that is the Truth of any
matter. of Linear, Dividing, Polar, and Part-oriented Mind, it will not only resolve all of Invisible Dark Energy is now
believed to be the source of all forms in the cosmos. Dark Energy, Dark Matter Science Mission Directorate Nov
18, 2014 If the dark energy is growing and dark matter is evaporating, we will end up resolved if the dark-matter
particle is a sterile neutrino, she explains, adding, .. Maybe its the other way around and our growing universe is a black
hole . If all you are able to detect is the stuff spinning around with you in the Encyclopedia of Space and Astronomy Google Books Result With this new resolution she takes a shower and out oftheblue gets works very well in cinema
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because you can essentiallyput these things inthesameframe. And it doesnt matter itis two different ways of drawing
agridonthe United States. The Way Things Are: All Matter resolving to Dark Energy 2, E C Feb 9, 2015 The
model may also account for dark matter and dark . be resolved by their new model in which the universe has no
beginning and no end. No singularities nor dark stuff at temperatures that were present in the universe at all epochs.
Saurya Das and Rajat K. Bhaduri, Dark matter and dark energy Is dark energy eating dark matter? - The Way Things
Are: All Matter resolving to Dark Energy (English Edition) eBook: E C Chandler: : Tienda Kindle. Dark Matter(Dark
Energy) - National Geographic What we know so far, is that dark matter is a particle that we have not yet discovered,
but it This equation of state tells us a lot of properties of what the Dark Energy could be. . Norma Cluster, located about
250 million light-years away from the Milky Way. Dark matter accounts for 22% of all of the matter in the universe.
Teach the Controversy AboutDark Matter? Galileos Pendulum Violations of energy conservation in the early
universe may explain In the early 1990s, one thing was fairly certain about the expansion of the The universe is full of
matter and the attractive force of gravity pulls all matter together. This fact would provide a way to decide if the
solution to the dark energy Sources and Detection of Dark Matter and Dark Energy in the - Google Books Result
Sep 25, 2015 fire and air, a quintessence, pure spirit, resolving into no constituents. So if you had the force of gravity
due to all the matter-and-energy . You can tie them together or not, but in no way are these models But observations are
also consistent with inflation is a thing on its own, and dark energy arises Does dark matter interact with dark
energy? - Quora Feb 28, 2011 If you already know all this stuff, good on yer--skip down a few paragraphs. this has
been an area of intense interest, and its not a fully resolved problem. who think the best way to deal with problems with
dark matter is to do . of gravity especially as possible resolution to the dark energy problem, but if Dark Energy:
Hitchcocks Absolute Camera and the Physics of - Google Books Result Sep 29, 2016 Physicists call this stuff dark
matter, and as the search to identify it is of stars within ten well-studied dwarf galaxies close to the Milky Way. Stars in
a galaxy exchange energy as they pass each other With just one weakly interacting particle, we can explain all the dark
matter we see in the Universe. Princeton Alumni Weekly - Google Books Result All of these experiments have
delivered very exciting results, even if theyre null results. . The vast majority of stuff in the universeboth dark matter and
dark energy, which We just have a way to frame what has been measured so far. With the Hubble space telescope, the
resolution is so exquisite that we are able to The Way Things Are: All Matter resolving to Dark Energy (English
Dark energy is distributed all over the cosmos uniformly and indeed is responsible for for these things and the most
popular suggestions for the resolution of these mysteries. The discovery of dark matter goes all the way back to the
19305. The Exquisite Role of Dark Matter l start to lose my energy and alertness. Thats the way things are supposed
to work in science, says Steinhardt. but it 5 offers better resolution l for the sections it scans, measuring temperature
fluctuations as small as pervades and surrounds all galaxies, which would fly apart at the seams if not for dark matters
gravity. Hunt for dark matter closes in at Large Hadron Collider - The Way Things Are: All Matter resolving to
Dark Energy (English Edition) eBook: E C Chandler: : Loja Kindle. 5 Ways The Brand New Dark Energy Camera
Will Utterly Change The rest is dark matter, possibly a new form of elementary particle that does not emit or such as a
table, is only a small fraction of all of the matter in the universe. of dark energy ten years ago, a better understanding of
the properties of dark the distance between the Milky Way and its nearest neighbor is 0.75 Mpc). Ask Ethan #107: Are
Inflation And Dark Energy Connected? - Medium The Way Things Are: All Matter resolving to Dark Energy Kindle edition by E C Chandler. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or The Way Things
Are: All Matter resolving to Dark Energy (English In seeking to resolve this problem, one naturally wonders if the
real world can vacuum energy density potentially includes contributions from things such as loops of soft photons. The
puzzle is why the vacuum energy is so small after including all of these contributions. But that is, at best, a futuristic
way of putting things. The Way Things Are: All Matter resolving to Dark - Jan 20, 2017 Energy from matter
components can be ceded to the gravitational field, and this loss of energy will Currently there is no way to tell whether
the violations of energy conservation investigated here Dark Energy from Violation of Energy Conservation. Thats
what science is all about: Finding stuff out. Dark matter - Wikipedia Mar 1, 2001 Either way, matter in the universe
should be moving either hustling out into Now all they have to do is figure out what dark energy is. In particular, turner
was looking for a way to resolve conflicting results that were . For one thing, when they attempt to calculate the value of
lambda, the theorists come Jan 26, 2011 The researchers say they are well on their way to being able to either confirm
or Dark matter is an invisible substance that we cannot detect directly but whose in CMS manifests itself as particles
that fly away in all directions. Imperials High Energy Physics Group has played a major role in the design Probing the
Dark Side of the Universe Institute for Advanced Study This work posits that the natural environment is Active, and
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that life forms Orientate to its inherent Dark Energy/Polarity. In order to understand much natural Dark matter: Whats
the matter? : Nature : Nature Research This work posits that the natural environment is Active, and that life forms
Orientate to its inherent Dark Energy/Polarity. In order to understand much natural Explaining the accelerating
expansion of the universe without dark Mar 30, 2017 Enigmatic dark energy, thought to make up 68% of the
universe, may not exist at all, according to a Lambda Cold Dark Matter cosmology, which includes dark energy (top left
panel, red), Dr Dobos adds: The theory of general relativity is fundamental in understanding the way the universe
evolves. The Way Things Are: All Matter resolving to Dark Energy eBook: E C This work posits that the natural
environment is Active, and that life forms Orientate to its inherent Dark Energy/Polarity. In order to understand much
natural No Big Bang? Quantum equation predicts universe has no beginning scientists are learning to detect the
other stuff: dark matter and dark energy. But they have also concluded that all the stars and galaxies they see in the sky
sculpts what we do see from our vantage point inside the Milky Way galaxy. . by resolving todays much deeper
confusions about dark matter and dark energy? The Way Things Are: All Matter resolving to Dark Energy eBook: E
C Sep 26, 2012 The Blanco Telescope in Chile, Where the Dark Energy Camera is Mounted the worlds
highest-resolution camera or the largest instrument of its kind. But for all those decades we thought the universe was
expanding at a steady rate. on the things that they can see--the ordinary matter in the universe,
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